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Class 11 English Vistas (Word Meanings) 

Chapter 8 Memories Of Childhood 

S.No. Word Meanings 
Meanings (in 

hindi) 
Synonyms 

1 Belfry  part of a bell tower        steeple,  campanile 

2 Crashing break through              bump, smack, blast 

3 Frenzy madness, mania       craze, delirium,  insanity 

4 Bedlam uproar, unrest        disarrangement, affray, madhouse 

5 Infuriate anger           enrage, nettle, roil 

6 Shingled cutting of hair                       …………. 

7 Moccasins slipper or shoe         ………….. 

8 Immodest indecent        cheeky,  shameless, unpardonable 

9 Spied  notice, spot       observe, see, spot 

10 Mutterings privately explained complaints           rumble, whisper, babble. 

11 Venture here, a risky task              rove, wander, stray 

12 Unskilled  untrained       inartificial,  inartful, unapt, 

13 Capture catch, arrest        hold, seize 

14 Mourners a person at a funeral      griever, sorrower, weeper. 

15 Coward weakling        sissy, sneak, capon 

16 Fate god’s will       luck,  fortune, destiny 

17 Squeaking making high pitched sound        . ………… 

18 Dim dark        hazy, misty, cloudy 

19 Peered try to see        look up, snoop, peep 

20 Reverently with deep respect आ   adorably, respectfully,  with compliments 

21 Resist hold out against       protest, opposition, antagonism 

22 Gnaw here, cut               disconnect, mow,  curtail 

23 Braid Hairs bind into a plait      summit, plait, topping 

24 Meekly quietly, submissively           tenderly, mellowly,  peacefully 

25 Tossed thrown          emit, , shove, plunk 

26 Anguish pain, agony      suffering, soreness, hurt 

27 Comfort console, sympathy आ     rest, ease, amenities 

28 Reasoned here, discussed          argue, reason, , dissert 

29 Novelties newness       recency,  freshness 

30 Oddities  strange things         queerness, variety, weirdness 

31 Lemur an animal      monkey,  pug 

32 Harangue to give lecture      speech, oration, recitative 
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33 Savoury a salty or spicy dish          appetizing, peckish, savoury 

34 Payasam sweet dish made with rice and milk     ………….. 

35 Sack  bag      bale, gunny 

36 Ledge shelf      mantelshelf, shelving, projection 

37 Tread move      gait, ploy, movement,  

38 Double up laugh out loud             clinch, constrict, contract. 

39 Provoked evoke        arouse, foment,  aggravate 

40 Wrap cover      muffle, cloak, enfold 

41 Polluted impure        harmful, foul, dirty 

 


